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Abstract

The phenomenon of violation of the judge's code of ethics in the practice of the judiciary is a serious problem. The purpose of this research is to find out if there is a violation of the professional code of ethics of the judge, and its impact on the administration of justice. The method used in this writing is normative juridical. The result of the discussion in this paper is that violations of the professional code of ethics owned by judges have led to practices of collusion, corruption and nepotism. All of these things are caused because there are gaps for actors to make offers, provide opportunities and weak supervision. The suggestion given by the author is that there are efforts to improve the judge's internal self and external improvements, namely in the form of increased supervision of judges through the judicial commission.
A. Introduction

One of the parameters a rule of law success is the existence of a law enforcement agency that is able to carry out its function in the existing legal rules in a country as a form of legal certainty and ensures protection for all legal subjects as a point of unbiased legal justice. The functioning of law enforcement depends on the good or bad of legal professionals who carry out their profession.¹

Indonesia as one of the law states that has law enforcement agencies consisting judiciary. Judiciary is one of the implementing agencies for the law enforcement function organized by legal professionals (judges) that are responsible for mandates on basic ideas regarding institution establishment. Judicial power as a judicial institution is implemented by the Supreme Court alongside the Constitutional Court as mandated in Article 24 of the 1945 Constitution. Judicial power is an independent institution from all interference with political power, which is implemented in Law No. 48/2009 on Judicial Power. The implementation of this power is carried out by a judge and his staff, a judge is not only required to have intelligence from a scientific perspective and to interpret laws and regulations, but judges are required to have integrity and good personality, be honest, fair and professional in carrying out their duties.

Problem occurs if a judge is unable to carry out this function, which has become his duty which is more due to a decrease in the morality of the judges themselves (violation of the judicial code of ethics). A number of legal rules were made and added by a supervisory agency for violations ethical code and enforcer behavior. Law is expected to reduce corrupt behavior in this country. However, the law needs to be assisted by law enforcers’ morality increase. Supervision based on ruhiyah (spiritual) is very necessary in the administration of justice, because the legal and judicial systems that do not acknowledge God causes actions with no considerations between good-bad, right-wrong and haram.²

Several cases resulting from judges’ moral degradation are currently rampant, and this has a negative effect on public confidence in the clean judiciary process as proven by the high number of public dissatisfaction and distrust of judges’ performances. The face of the judiciary is very much determined by the attitude and behavior of the judge, if the judge’s decision does not reflect justice then the judge will be affected and if it does reflects justice then the judge will likely receive praise.³

In 2013, it was revealed that 86 percent of Indonesian respondents rated law enforcement agencies as the most corrupt institution.⁴ Meanwhile, the results of other surveys conducted by Kompas R & D showed that 68.7 percent of judges were not independent in deciding a case.⁵

The facts above illustrate poor performance of law enforcers in genera, especially judges because there is a correlation between efforts to enforce a clean judiciary with the extent of a
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judge’s morality. Law enforcers who should be able to solve people’s problems are even dragged into issues.

A strong law enforcement agency will be meaningless if it is not balanced with great quality human resources that are superior in professionalism and morality because these two variables determine the extent to which legal justice can be achieved. Judges who are respected are the ones who hold their integrity and quality in the rule of the law, as democracy’s conditions to grow and develop based on the 1945 Constitution.6

B. Discussion
I. Ethical Code of Judge Profession

Professional code of ethics is an ethical product that is produced based on the application of ethical thinking to a profession. Professional code of ethics has flexibility in accordance with the development of science and technology. Professional code of ethics only applies to the profession itself and binds its members. Judge code of ethics as the initial goal for judges in carrying out their duties within the scope of the judiciary. In principle, the judge's code of ethics contains moral values which serve as guidelines for professional judge behavior, namely freedom, justice and honesty which become a single unit that is in accordance with ethical values.7 Therefore, the code of ethics is not only written but also reflected in the attitudes and behavior of the judges. The attitude and behavior of judges required in professional development is a trustworthy character or person because trust is an absolute requirement for a member of the profession.8

Soepardan stated that the code of ethics is a reflection of moral decisions and is used as a standard in deciding and taking professional actions.9 Meanwhile, Sumaryono said that a code of ethics must be formulated in writing with the aim of being a means of social control, preventing interference from other parties and preventing misunderstandings and conflicts.10 In the ethics of a profession, there are general principles that apply to a profession which consists of three things, namely (1) the form of responsibility for the results of the work and the consequences of the results and benefits of the work that has been done; (2) justice, the principle that asks us to give what is due to someone; (3) Autonomy, which is to give freedom to run the wheels of professional organizations properly.11 Suhrawadi K. Lubis expressed his opinion that legal profession ethics aims to ensure that law enforcers have critical abilities, namely:12

1) Ethical sensibility, highlights on law professionals’ ability to decide conditions or situations that have ethical interests
2) Ethical reasoning, highlights on the ability to think regarding related utensils that are the entirety of ethical profession education.
3) Ethical conduct, highlights on behaviour of law professions in making fair and wise decisions.
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4) Ethical leadership, highlights professionals’ behaviour in applying their leadership.

The same provisions was also expressed by Melfa Deu. With code of ethics, legal professionals are expected to have self-quality as a reference for judgment and moral attitudes in their duties, which is honesty.13 In 2009, the Supreme Court of the Republic of Indonesia alongside with the Judicial Commission issued a code of ethics and guidelines for judge behavior in a joint regulation.14 According to the Law on the State Civil Apparatus or Aparatur Sipil Negara (ASN), judges are ASN as state officials in the scope of all judicial bodies. The judge’s code of honor covers three types of ethical functions, first, ethics as a civil servant; second, ethics as functional law enforcement official, and third, ethics as a member of society.15 Therefore, judges in carrying out their duties must uphold professional and professional ethics, because professionals without ethics are illustrated as “free wings” (without control) and vice versa. Ethics without professionalism paralyze the wings (no progress).16 Judges have the basic principles of a code of ethics and guidelines for judge behavior which are implemented in ten rules, namely: fairness, honesty, wisdom, independence, integrity, responsibility, dignity, discipline, humility and professionalism.17

In carrying out their duties and positions, the judge takes a professional oath called Tri Prasetya Hakim. As a judge, they must uphold dignity and code of ethics in respect of their professions as judges, as are willing to accept sanctions if they violate their oath. Judges are the main actors in the judicial process who must maintain integrity, conscientious, moral and professional sensitivity in upholding law and justice.18

2. The Practice of Judicial Administration in Indonesia

Judiciary in Indonesia is an implementation or concrete manifestation of judicial power implementation in the Republic of Indonesia. Theoretically and practically, the judiciary in Indonesia is bound by two legal norms at the same time in its application which are positive legal norms in Indonesia which are positive norms that regulate the existence of Indonesia’s court and unwritten legal norms in the society as source of value for judiciary’s existence in Indonesia that was born from the politic-illegal struggles in Indonesia.19 As stated in Article 4 Paragraph (2) of Law No. 48/2009 2009, the judiciary in Indonesia is conducted in a simple, fast and low cost.

There are four principles applied for the judiciary to be respected and trusted by the community. These principles are integrity and independence, compliance, respect for law, and impartiality. If these four principles are not implemented, it is almost impossible for the public to respect or trust the judiciary.20 Sjachran Basah argues that judiciary is everything related to the task of deciding cases in which the application of legal discovery must be in
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accordance with the rules of material and formal law. In order to answer the question of how the court’s main duties and functions are ideal, it turns out that there is not yet a single systematic collection available to explain it, but the values must be reviewed in several laws and regulations of the Republic of Indonesia. These sources are then compiled and systematized into a theoretical paradigm of justice that is philosophical and ideal, but must remain pragmatic, which is easy to practice and enjoyable.

This discussion begins with the provisions of Article 24 Paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution that the main task of judicial power is law enforcement and justice and other functions as legal justice services as well as a deterrent function and peacemaker for the parties in dispute. Regarding these two functions, it needs special attention.

Judicial institutions have three functions in resolving cases submitted, (1) to function as law enforcement and justice, (2) as servants of law and justice and as mediators, (3) and restorers of peace. The three functions above are the functions of the religious court as a whole (holistically) which must be carried out simultaneously and in balance. Law enforcement and justice are the functions of the court as a judicial institution. The role of the judiciary is very important, because it determines the continuity, progress, benefit, advantages for an organizational judicial power which, according to Montesquieu, has 1/3 (one third) of the weight of influential power in the state.

Law enforcement and justice which are the functions of courts in Indonesia must be based on applicable law. The judiciary guarantees human rights based on Pancasila, including:

1) Courts adjudications must be based on law and not discriminatory.
2) Simple, fast, and low cost justice.
3) No one can be brought before a court other than those prescribed by law.
4) A person who is convicted of a crime must be proven before the court by means of proof which is valid according to law, has the assurance that someone who is deemed to be responsible has been guilty of the acts they are accused of.
5) Arrest, detention, search, and confiscation, must be assisted with a written order by a legal authority in matters and prosecution under the regulated by law.
6) In the event that a person is suspected, arrested, detained, prosecuted, and/or before a court, they must be presumed innocent before a court decision has permanent legal force.

3. Violation against Judge Profession’s Ethical Code Value Impact towards Judicial Administration

Judges are the last door of a justice product. A long judicial process related to the search for justice will end in a judge's decision. This decision binds all parties not only to the case but also those with an interest in the case. Good judgments are a reflection of justice and truth, which can benefit all elements.

In a judge’s individuality, the hope of justice is expected by seekers of justice (justiciable) as the main task and function of the judge. According to R. Bastuti Ridwan's opinion, legal justice is the main goal of justice seekers and the main breath of the judge. Based on this hope, enforcement of the judge's professional code of ethics is a milestone for
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justice that must be upheld. Currently, the conditions of our judicial administration are not considered a clean process.\textsuperscript{25}

The role of judges in the search for justice is balanced with the consequences if the performance of their duties is not in accordance with the applicable code of ethics and regulations, because great power is always followed by great responsibility. Violation of judges’ ethical code in a judicial process in Indonesia is a common image for every trial process in court. According to Siti Zulaikha's opinion, there are many violations of the professional code of ethics of judges because so far the judges have not lived up to and implemented the professional code of ethics in their profession and the values contained in the code of ethics cannot be applied.\textsuperscript{26}

One of the judge's professional code of ethics’ provision is related to the independence of judges. This is the most important thing for a judge, especially in carrying out their function as a law enforcer. In the ethics of performing the duties of a judge, it is stated that a judge when carrying out his duties as a law enforcer must be free from any influence, including from any influence outside themselves that can affect his decision.\textsuperscript{27} However, at the implementation stage it is not an easy thing to ignore the execution of a judge's duties from external influences. Although in principle they have freedom, the freedom of judges is not absolute because in carrying out their profession it is limited by Pancasila, laws, statutory regulations, the will of the parties, public order, morality, government systems, political systems and economic systems.\textsuperscript{28}

There are many regulations of judge’s legal positions that is determined by the political process, this can affect the judge's decision, if the judge is in a case that is related to the political interests of a certain ruler.\textsuperscript{29} If the judge has lost his independence as a result of political pressure related to his position as a judge, the resulting justice will be far from objective but tends to be political. The judicial power must be independent from political power so that the implementation of a clean and fair trial motivates he judiciary to oversee all government actions.\textsuperscript{30} Not to mention that judges must be able to maintain their independence as a result of leadership intervention and many more are involved through other extra-judicial proceedings, all of which can affect the independence of the judge's decision.

The damage judicial process’ image that has occurred so far is also the result of judges’ disobedience to the ethics of justice seeking services. In such ethics, it is explicitly stated that judges must not take sides, have no sympathy nor antipathy to the parties in a case.\textsuperscript{31} This is something that happens very often in a judicial process, it is said most often because this violation is related to both parties, namely the litigant and the judge himself. The practices of corruption, collusion and nepotism are variants caused by the existence of offers, weak supervision and also the disobedience of judges to the code of ethics. This has become a cultural thing in amidst of society. Some people think that justice in the context of court decisions can be made with the power of money. If this practice is also entrenched in the
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profession of judges, then the independence of the judges will disappear and their decisions certainly do not reflect justice but only injustice.

The practice of violations in the form of collusion or nepotism is a challenge as well as an opportunity for judges to prove themselves professionally. Judges are required to be able to change the cultural paradigm of the people who recognize court as something that can be intervene. Public legal awareness will only arise if the practice of court administration, especially judges, can provide a lesson that leads the community to believe in the emergence of justice through the judicial process.

The number of violations of judges ethical code in the administration of the judiciary not only injures the image of the court as a holy institution but also the image of the judge itself. According to Sahlan Said, a judge at the Magelang District Court, judges are the only job that represents God, because the authority given is not only imprisoning someone but also taking someone's life.32

Dependence and low integrity of judges results in litigating parties in seeking justice to suffer losses. As long as the judicial process runs well, a fair and wise judge's decision will be obtained. The judge's decision will be felt differently by justice seekers because one party's dissatisfaction will arise. Therefore the decision is something that is felt relative to one of the parties. But whatever the circumstances, moral integrity, objectivity and professional attitude are things that must be in the person of the judge.33

The enforcement of the professional ethics of judges is intended to ensure that the administration of justice reflects noble values and is far from bad values. Failure to adhere to the judge's code of ethics results in a very corrupt judicial process. Improvement of the justice system must be carried out gradually, because the people do not know about the legal system, especially the current justice system.34 Judicial reform of improved and clean judiciary must begin with upholding the judges’ code of ethics as those who know the law well. This is also due to the fact that improving the justice system also lies not in its regulation but in its implementation. Implementation is the beginning of a virtue carried out in the duties of a judge. Judges as real humans also need supervision in upholding professional ethics. With the enforcement of the professional code of ethics for judges, it must have an impact on public awareness and obedience to the law.

C. Conclusion

Based on the above discussion, it can be concluded that due to violation the judge professions ethical code’s implementation, it lead to practices of corruption, collusion and nepotism. In addition to these effects, the violation of the code of ethics carried out by the judges raises the presence of offers from parties who wish to violate the law, and could become an opportunity for the perpetrators. One of the factors is the lack of supervision for judges who have not lived up to and implemented a professional ethical code. The enforcement of judge professional ethics is intended so that the administration of the judiciary reflects noble values and is far from values that can damage the judicial system. Failure to adhere to the judge's code of ethics results in a very corrupt judicial process. If this practice becomes entrenched amidst of the judge's profession, then the independence of the judge will disappear and the decision certainly does not reflect justice but only injustice. The practice of

33 Ibid, pg.39.
violation in the form of collusion or nepotism is a proof challenge for judges to prove themselves professionally in order to change the paradigm of society.

As for the suggestions that can be given in relation to this research, it is necessary to make two improvements for judges, namely internal improvements, which are a process of self-awareness of judges of their noble duties. Therefore, the code of ethics can function properly. External improvements regarding the supervision carried out on judges so that a clean judiciary does not become a mere slogan.
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